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Single extension runners – under-mounted

Choosing the right hardware

Part 4: drawer runners

Single extension drawer runners
made by Blum incorporate a pair
of nylon running wheels and are of
a cream or brown powder coated
finish. One part screws to the
cabinet side and the other screws
into the bottom edge of the drawer
side. They’re quite utilitarian but do
still have their place in the market.
Being a single extension runner,
this means we will always have a
portion of the drawer that remains
within the cabinet; typically,
around one quarter – which you
may hear referred to as extension
loss. These have a maximum
loading of 25kg.

F

so I’ll start with the simplest forms and
move towards what’s happening now
and the advances made along the way.
Blum are considered to be one of
the best quality runner makers along
with their neighbours Grass, and both
companies reside in the same Austrian
village. Grass, a smaller company but a
real innovator, has recently been bought
out by Wurth who have great financial
backing, so expect many advances over
the next few years as the professional
rivalry pushes the products forward.
The German group, Hettich, is the
largest supplier of quality drawer
runners in Europe but are still gaining
ground in the UK. Hettich, evolved from
a small company founded in the 1930s
and they develop, manufacture and sell
fittings for furniture.
The cheapest and simplest drawer
runner is just a plastic guide rail, which
is screwed on to the cabinet side and
requires a corresponding groove, which
is ploughed into the drawer side, in the
same way as we may have historically
done this in timber.

230 Single Extension
Drawer Runners
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 230M45C
Price £3.98 per pair inc. VAT
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Suppliers
430 Full Extension
Drawer Runners
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 430E45C
Price £14.06 per pair inc. VAT

Concealed runners

Plastic guide rail, which requires a
groove ploughed into the drawer side

Plastic
guide rail
mounted on
the carcass
side

Plastic Guide Rails
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 43015701
Price £0.64 each inc. VAT
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Drawer side
suspended
directly
on to the
runner

The slightly more advanced
runner to the single extension, is
the full extension drawer runner
which as the name implies,
allows the drawer to fully extend
so that the back of the drawer
is level with the front of the
cabinet. This makes more of the
drawer usable and this runner
has three parts to it; one which
fixes to the cabinet, one which
fixes to the drawer and one
which runs between those two
components. However, although
this runner is more advanced and
is an improvement on the single
extension runner, it’s still rather
unsightly. These have a max
loading of 30kg.

Drawer
side with
groove

Supplier

At the rear is the full extension under-mounted runner, below is the single extension under-mounted runner

Typical spacing for
metal runnners is
around 12.5mm

Suppliers

In the last of this series on hardware Peter Sefton considers the
options when conventional methods give way to new technology
or most craftsman there’s nothing
more satisfying than making and
fitting a handmade drawer that
runs smoothly and fits perfectly.
This is a skill in its own right and one
that has changed little over time, apart
from nuances in dovetail configuration
and fine constructional details, like flush
or quadrant slips.
They all have the same common
issues; making something accurate
that will operate in all room conditions,
will stand the test of time on wearing
surfaces, all the while being affordable
to make. These problems have largely
been overcome with the advances
in affordable metal drawer runners,
when a handmade drawer is not within
the budget.
Drawer runner systems can be
broken down into various groups: full
or part extension, side or under drawer
mounted, soft or self-close and push
to open – all of which come in various
weight loadings. Drawer runners as
with all things, have become more
complicated as the years have gone on,

A section through the single
under-mounted drawer runner

Full extension
runners
– undermounted

www.blum.com
www.grass.at
www.hettich.com/uk

www.woodworkersinstitute.com

As the name implies concealed
drawer runners are under mounted
which means they’re hardly visible,
they’re available in 30 or 50kg
loading. They’re much more advanced
than the previous runner systems,
both in engineering quality and
aesthetics. They cost more than their
predecessors but are well worth
the investment.

Blum Tandem

These are named tandem as they
use two sets of concealed roller
systems working together in a very
smooth operation. They have a selfclose feature that works within the
final stage of the closing drawer.
The drawer box requires the drawer
side to form a skirt below the drawer
bottom to cover the runners.
The runner requires a drilled hole in
the back of the drawer for location of
a fixing tab, and the runner is attached
to the drawer front with a clever
locking device that quickly releases
the drawer from the runner by pinching
it with your fingers. These are Blum’s
entry-level Tandem runners.

www.woodworkersinstitute.com

At the rear is the Blum Tandem Plus runner, and at the front is the Quadro Concealed Drawer Runner; it requires a hole in the
back of the drawer, and a plate to be screwed on to the bottom of the drawer

Hettich Quadro

These are very similar to the Blum
Tandem range, but have four sets of
rollers that make them very stable
and strong. As well as having a selfclosing feature, they have a loading of
25kg. These are also Hettich’s entry-

level runners and are used mainly in
the contract furniture market.
It’s worth noting that all drawer
runners can be supplied with fixing
jigs although you may prefer to make
your own.
The Hettich Quadro V6 is a full ➤
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Suppliers
Full Extension Tandem
Drawer Runner
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 560H45ZP 450mm
Price £16.49 per pair inc. VAT
Blum Tandem Locking Device
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. T51
Price £1.33 each inc. VAT
Hettich Concealed
Drawer Runner
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 56014 355mm long
Price £41.10 per pair inc. VAT

At the rear is Tandem Plus Blumotion 50kg, second from back is the 30kg
runner. At the front is the Quadro V6 Push to Open (P2O) Runner; second
from front is the Quadro V6 with dampened closure

➤

extension runner with a 30kg or 50kg
loading and their brand of soft closing
– dampened closure. 30kg runners
have white cap ends and 50kg
runners have grey cap ends on the
running assembly.
Hettich also have their own
locking device, which is a catch for
wooden drawers in black plastic for
connecting the Quadro extension
and wooden drawer using slide-on
assembly – without tools.

The bulk of the
drawer runner
mechanism
located under
the drawer base

Catch for Wood Drawers
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 9058303
Price £2.18 per pair inc. VAT
A cross section of the
Blum Tandem runner

Blumotion

The tandem drawer runner is also
available in a soft close version, which
looks almost identical to the tandem
version but has a piston within the
runner system that dampens the
drawer as it closes. Blum’s trade
name for this is Blumotion, and

Tip-On is a tandem drawer runner
with an add-on that allows for a
handleless drawer that will work
by pushing in the drawer front by a
couple of mm; this then pushes the
drawer out of the cabinet.

Hettich P2O (push to
open)

Hettich’s version of the Tip-On is the
Quadro V6/300mm full extension
runner - known as the P2O (push
to open). It’s a bit more elegant as
it’s an all–in–one component drawer
runner rather than a bolt-on to the
tandem runner. These runners are
favoured by shop fitters.

Electronic drawer boxes

The latest innovation in drawer
runners is electronic drawer boxes.
Blum has Tandembox Servo-Drive,
and Grass call theirs Sensomatic.
The drawer is touch-sensitive and

38 F&C189

Blumotion Drawer Runner
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 560H45B 450mm
Price £28.64 per pair inc. VAT

Blumotion also refers to their softclose kitchen cabinet hinges. All other
features and fixing requirements are
the same as the tandem runners.
The 30kg has a grey piston, whereas
the 50kg version is orange.

Miscellaneous
Tip-On

Full Extension
Drawer Runners
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 45292
Price £29.86 per pair inc. VAT

Double-ended drawer
runners

The double-ender from Hettich is
a very clever and complex drawer
runner system that could be used
in a kitchen island unit or a games
table, where the drawer needs to
be accessed from either side of the
tabletop. It has face-mounted drawer
fronts and an integrated dampened
closure mechanism.

Accuride, Topslide and Hettich make
bearing roller slides which are side
mounted on the drawer side and are
therefore visible and industrial looking.
Their advantage is that they can carry
much heavier loads – up to 250kg.
However, they can suffer from more
lateral movement from left to right.
They can also be used under shelves
as keyboard slides but they will not
carry as much weight.
A lightweight drawer slide is made
by Italian company, OMGE, with
a 12kg loading. It sits in a 27mm
groove within the drawer side and
then screws on to the side of your
cabinet. It’s guided by means of two
ball cages.
A better quality full extension
drawer slide is made by Topslide but
it is important to note that when side
mounted it has a 45kg loading and
when under carriage mounted this is
reduced to 20kg loading.
The Hettich Full Extension Ball
Bearing Runner, is a full extension
with a 35kg loading and a smooth
running ‘Silent System’, which lets
the integrated dampened closure
mechanism close the drawers gently
and quietly. They’re side mounted and
detachable via a release lever.
Hettich also make a similar and neat
P2O (push to open), side mounted
full-extension ball bearing runner, with
a 35kg loading. This also incorporates
a release lever for quickly detaching
the drawers.

Suppliers
Suppliers

has electrical paddles at the back
of the drawer. A light touch or push
is converted into an electric signal,
which opens the drawer. The drawer
is a mixture of soft close-and-push
latch and the two systems offer the
advantages of handle-free opening
with dampened closing.
The system comes with a number
of components, which make it up and
a three-drawer cabinet from either
supplier will cost in the region
of £700.

Bearing roller slides

Blum Tandem Tip-On Catch
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. T55.7150
Price £9.46 per pair inc. VAT
Push to Open Full Extension
Runners
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 9111236
Price £28.71 per pair inc. VAT
Grass and Blum Electronic
Drawer Box
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Please call for
specification advice
Tel 0845 600 8898
Price £POA
Hettich Double Ender Full
Extension Runner Set
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 9080298
400-480mm
Price £544.55 inc. VAT

www.woodworkersinstitute.com

Single Extension
Drawer Slide
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 42095527
Price £3.10 per pair inc. VAT

Ball bearing runners – left to right is the lightweight OMGE, the full extension
Topslide with 45kg loading, Hettich 35kg with dampened closure, Hettich side
mounted full extension (P2O) runner with 25kg loading

Bearing roller slides are visible on the side
of the drawers but are better in heavy load
situations

Full Extension Drawer Slide
www.isaaclord.co.uk
Product No. 5633450
Price £10.42 per pair inc. VAT
Hettich Full Extension
Dampened Closing Ball
Bearing Runner
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 9114275
Price £20.27 per pair inc. VAT
Hettich Full Extension Push
to Open Ball Bearing Runner
www.comptools.co.uk
Product No. 9114284 450mm
Price £20.27 per pair inc. VAT

In a future issue, I will be looking at drawer construction

www.woodworkersinstitute.com

Peter Sefton
Peter teaches long and short
courses in woodworking
and furniture making at his
school in Worcestershire. For
more information go to www.
peterseftonfurnitureschool.com
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